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Never seen a game of this scale where you play as a faction leader that leads his people into fierce
battles with all the other factions and their legendary ships. The action-packed and exciting

adventure starts in Gemini where players can create their own empire in new and unique map
modes. As the leader of a player-led faction, you will need to explore your back- and inter-sector

territories and determine the best strategic route to secure trade agreements and research facilities.
Experience over 15 different upgrades including ship hull, systems, weapons, ammo and add-on

modules, and unlock new stats and ship skills by conquering players from other factions. The variety
of play styles is further enhanced by the ability to play skirmishes in 2-4v-2, 1-3v-2 and 3-4v-2

modes. A complete tutorial and in-depth manual guide you through all the important features of the
game to ensure new players can jump into the game without any problems at all. Unleash your

strategic skills in the map “Game Center”. Influence your faction’s score and increase your victory
probability against other players by utilizing different strategic options as and when they occur. If the
conquest of a new system isn’t enough, engage in ship-to-ship combat by defeating enemy units on

your opponent’s planets. Play solo or take part in tournaments hosted by other players from your
faction. The battlefield is yours to use and explore to suit your strategy and preference. Before you
take the reins, however, you need to gain the trust of your subjects; the people will play a huge role
in deciding the outcome of your faction and your future as a leader. Their loyalty and your actions

will shape the narrative and steer your success or failure. -----------------------------------[ About The
Team, and the Game ]----------------------------------- We, at Drood Games, feel an unrivalled passion for
space exploration, multiplayer action and the best storytelling. After close to 20 years as a multi-

platform entertainment company, our vision for Starpoint Gemini Warlords: Endpoint is to combine
all of these aspects into a game that is not only fun and exciting, but one that will be remembered
by the fans for decades to come. We have great news for our players, and hope that you will soon

get the chance to check out Starpoint Gemini Warlords: Endpoint for yourself!
-----------------------------------[ History ]----------------------------------- Starpoint Gemini Warlords: Endpoint is

our first project that we conceived
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slil-shaped dice
25 levels - game over when you lose 10

win to continue

tia.sav Game Information:

Slil shaped dice

Abuse the little squid by rolling the dice when the container is empty. It won't explode

25 Levels - game over when you lose 10

The player is not hungry but the cat wants his kitty-cat food.

Win to continue

Bubble Gum bubble tank won't explode.

Instructions:
Do NOT change the file name if you really want your cheat to work.

Include the game Key file! 
  Slil Dice Game
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